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(writer, director, painter, musician, poet)
+1 647 465-7644

artistbojan@gmail.com
www.artistbojan.com
Toronto, Canada

Writer   

Completed  work:
  - 8 novels

    - 30 feature screenplays and plays
   - 27 stand-up comedies
   - 11 rhymed fairy tales for children (one published)
    - 2 books of short stories 
    - 2 books of aphorisms
   - 1000+ poems
 
Published the book of comedies "Mikrofonija razuma" ("Conscious feedback")

in Sept.  2017,  with a new form of  dramatic  expression on stage called “Dramatic
kata”.

Published a  rhymed color  comic book "Čaraslavija" in Serbian language in
2021.  Creating  manga  "Throne"  with  a  mangaka  in  Tokyo  for  publishing  in  a
prestigious shonen magazine in Tokyo, Japan.

Director  

Written  and directed:
     - 1 play “The night of the Oscars” (Serbian-Canadian theater)
    - 3 short movies: “Galiot”, “Christopher”, “The gospel according to 
        St. George”
     - 1 public announcement “Van Gogh”
     

Painter 

Completed  paintings:
     - Over 200 oil canvases, with 3 film themed series

                  - Over 100 watercolour, graphite and pastel paintings



Exhibitions:
- Solo exhibition at Gallery Hinoki, Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan (March 16-21, 2020)
-  3  solo  exhibitions  of  oil  paintings,  exhibited  during  TIFF  (Toronto

International  Film Festival)  at Park Hyatt hotel  (2005-2008).  Themes:  "Portraits  in
cinema", "Cinematic landscapes" and "Homage to Sergei Paradjanov"

- 2 group exhibitions in Serbian heritage academy in Toronto (2014, 2015)
- 2 group exhibitions for “Mali svet Kanada” (2017, 2018)
-  5  artistic  knockouts  of  MMA  champions  (Fedor  Emelianenko,  George  St.

Pierre, Dan Henderson, Mauricio Shogun Rua and Wanderlei Silva)

Musician 

Playing in various bands as a drummer and percussionist since 1995:
     - Chlorine Dream (2018-2021)

- Red Karavan (2015-2020)
    - Nosolar (2005-2016)
     - Balkanski Plagijat (2000-2002)
     - Aritmija (1999-2000)
     - Little Katanga (1995-1997)

Poet 

Writing poetry since 1999 with over 1000 poems in two languages (Serbian
and English).

EDUCATION:
 Humber College (Film and Television Production) 2001 - 2004.
 High school of economy and trade in Serbia 1992 - 1996.

SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS: 
 A highly creative artist in literal, visual, audio and structural domains, able to

execute  difficult  tasks  on  time,  with  precision  and  under  pressure,  with
advanced knowledge in different techniques and materials, having a keen eye
for details.

 Punctual  and  professional  approach,  highly  reliable,  hardworking  and
trustworthy.

 A  polyglot  with  great  life  and  work  experience,  whose  art  had  explored
various forms of expression, themes and time periods.

 Former junior kick-boxing champion of Bosnia and Herzegovina. 




